
Office of the President 
Design Guidelines



Presidential 
communications 
transmit sincerity 
and eschew 
extraneous 
embellishment.



Within that framework, the Office of the 
President embraces a clean and modern 
communication style that authentically reflects a 
21st century university leading in innovation and 
university design.

Utilizing only the most powerful and emotive 
elements, the Office of the President focuses 
on bringing clarity and gravity to our executive 
messaging, amplifying its volume and impact by 
giving it space and prominence.  

Introduction

The Office of the President is committed to 
strengthening the ASU brand through the 
thoughtful demonstration and interpretation of 
its established guidelines. 

We speak with simplicity and directness across 
every element —language, tone, typography, 
imagery, and overall design – in order to set the 
stage for our ambitions and vision. 

Our design communicates the importance of 
our goals and conveys a scale that reflects 
our greater objectives. In short, presidential 
communications transmit sincerity and eschew 
extraneous embellishment.



Protocols

Digital Communication Requests 
All print and digital communication requests 
(video, audio, collateral, invitations, programs, 
presentations, etc.) featuring the ASU 
President’s likeness, name, and/or signature 
should be directed to Denise Quiroz (denise.
quiroz@asu.edu) for review, coordination  
and approval.

Hard Copy & E-Mail 
Hard copy and e-mail correspondence 
requests, and documents that require the 
President’s signature, should be advanced to 
Annemarie Belter (abelter@asu.edu) for review, 

coordination and approval. Correspondence 
that is asked to be distributed under the 
president’s name must also be coordinated 
through Annemarie Belter, as well as requests 
to use Office of the President business 
letterhead and the President’s personal 
stationary and envelopes.

Due to the high volume of internal and external 
communication projects moving through the 
Office of the President at any one time, a 
minimum one-week lead time prior to deadline is 
required for all communications (both text  
and design). 

To ensure consistency across all communications, internal and external requests that prominently 
incorporate the ASU President’s likeness, name, and/or signature must be approved by 
Presidential Communications in advance of production and distribution.

Name and Titles

On first reference, the president’s full name 
should be used, “Michael M. Crow”.

Acceptable subsequent references include  
“Dr. Crow” or “President Crow”.

Invitation or speaker program title 
listings:
ASU President Michael M. Crow 
Michael M. Crow, president, ASU

Acceptable signature block:
Michael M. Crow
President
Arizona State University



University Logo Usage

Approved color versions

Minimum print reproduction
size is 0.3125" (5/16").

Minimum digital 
reproduction
size is 47px.

Leave space equal to half the height of the logo and 
extending out on all four sides of the logo. No graphic 
elements, titles, text, background color changes should 
fall into this space. 

Communications referencing the ASU President should demonstrate proper use of the ASU logo 
and related marks. Logo usage must follow the established ASU brand guidelines.

Core ASU whose function is to represent the university enterprise identify only through the presen-
tation of the university brand. As such, the Office of the President and its affiliate offices do not use 
endorsed logos.



University Seal Usage

The university seal is a registered mark of Arizona State University and is reserved for approved 
signage, formal and official university documents, diplomas, legal and official records, transcripts, 
programs for formal academic ceremonies, and any other legal agreements binding the university. 

The seal is also used, with approval, to represent the ASU Office of the President. Use of the seal 
in communications related to the president requires prior authorization from Presidential Commu-
nications. Requests for documents that specifically need to be stamped with the university seal 
should be advanced to Annemarie Belter (abelter@asu.edu) for processing.



Sizing

In order to ensure consistency and cohesiveness in the Office of the President portfolio, printed 
collateral materials must be designed and produced in either 8”x10” or 6”x8” sizes. 6”x8” is the 
preferred dimension for Office of the President printed communications, including brochures, infor-
mation booklets and flyers. 8”x10” is the preferred dimension for more comprehensive print proj-
ects, including formal reports and custom publications. 

8x10 6x8



Colors

The Office of the President aesthetic adheres to the palette and proportions outlines in the ASU 
brand guidelines, albeit with an intentional visual emphasis on the use of white, gold and black. 
Maroon is used as a highlight, and ASU’s secondary palette is used in judicious proportion for the 
purpose of distinguishing essential content. Metallic versions of primary or secondary palette colors 
are unacceptable.



Templates

The Office of the President uses several informational e-mail, invitation, announcement and news-
letter templates, examples of which can be viewed below. These templates should be used as 
reference when developing communications that will be sent out under the president’s name.

Urgent AnnouncementInformational Email



Newsletter Invite



Presentations

The Office of the President presentation 
template is designed to be consistent and 
identifiable with other OOP communication 
materials. The examples and recommendations 
below should be referenced when creating 
slides for the ASU President.

All slide backgrounds are white, with the 
exception of slides that introduce a new section, 
which are gold. 

Slide headings should be 24pt +/- Arial or 
Helvetica and have a gold background. 

Title Goes Here

Michael Crow 
President
Arizona State University

02
Section Title 
Goes here

Page numbers should be located in the lower 
left corner and the ASU logo should be located 
in the right corner. 

Slides with photographs should use a full bleed 
or a partial bleed if there is text on the slide.

Full photo slides do not need to include 
the ASU logo or slide numbers if the photo 
precludes their visibility.



Photography

Only approved portrait images of the ASU 
President should be used.

Pre-approved images of President Michael 
Crow can be downloaded here.

Requests to use as yet unapproved images 
should be advanced to Denise Quiroz 
(denise.quiroz@asu.edu) in Presidential 
Communications for vetting.

Supplemental imagery should depict authentic 
people, places and activities at ASU. Stock 
photography is unacceptable.

Biography

Only approved biography information for the 
ASU President should be used.

Pre-approved biographies of varying lengths 
can be downloaded here.

Social Media

When relevant, social media posts should tag 
the following accounts: 

@michaelcrow (Twitter)
@asupresoffice (Twitter)
Michael Crow (Facebook)
@asuprescrow (Instagram)
@michaelcrow (LinkedIn)

Please note that these guidelines and templates are subject to change.
Questions related to the guidelines should be directed to Denise Quiroz, director of Presidential 
Communications, at denise.quiroz@asu.edu or 480/965-7036.


